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Hooks, educator and aAe officer at Princeton for
and county schools, win
the principal address Satat 130 p. m. in the county
om to the 67 members of
aduating classes of the
system, Supt. Clifton Clift
ounced.
Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
of the Central Presbyterurch, will give the invoca•. benediction. Special mube given by the girls glee
d trio of the Fredonia High
it was stated. Supt. Clift
esent eighth grade diplothe following members of

13 Butler Pupils
Listed On Special
School Honor Roll
134 Make Regular Roll
For The Last Six Weeks
Term Of This School •
Year Principal Says

light Rain Gives
Temporary Relief

Number 47

CHOSEN TO GIRLS STATE

Light rainfall Tuesday afternoon and night brought
temporary relief to most of
the drought stricken county,
a check Wednesday morning
revealed. A total of .42 of an
inch rainfall was recorded at
Harvill's greenhouse on the
Dddyville road just south of
Princeton. A "light" tobacco
season was reported at Fredonia and Cobb and south of
Princeton but rainfall north
of town was much lighter, it
was reported. Light to good
rains were reported in the
Jackson Purchase area, boosting the strawberi•y yield
there.

Eagle Scout Badge
Awarded Joe Weeks
At Court Of Honor
56 Other Scouts Were
Awarded Badges From
Two Princeton And One
Fredonia Troop Monday

Thirteen students at Butler
J o e Weeks,- scoutmaster of
High School maintained a rating
Troop No. 42, Princeton, Monday
of straight 'A" during the last six
night was awarded the Eagle
week term' of the school to be
Scout badge at the Three Rivers
placed on the special honor roll
District court of honor held in
for the period, Principal C. A.
the Marion Baptist Church. "Mr.
Weeks has served as scoutmaster
•
b, Pictured above are the newly elected officers of the Fredonia Horn announced this week.
of this troop since 1946 and has
Chapter, Future Farmers 6/ America. They were elected May 15,
Seniors listed on this list were
done an outstanding job", Palmer
for the next school year, 1951-52. They are left to right front row: James Mick and Sue Mitchell.
Vance, Scout executive said.
Bobby Askew, sentinel; Richie Burton, secretary; Marion Phelps. Sophomores were Donna Boitnott
JUDY HAILE
JOANN ROBINSON
treasurer. Back row, Joe Conway, vice-president; Bertram Jones, and Peggy Hall; freshmen, Robbie
Fifty-six other Scouts received
Joann Robinson and Judy Haile, parlor rating in piano at both the
president; and Leroy McNeely, reporter. Four of the FFA mem- Candler, Kay Crider and Maggie
juniors at Butler High School, district and state music festivals; awards from tenderfoot through
bers plan to attend the state convention at Hardinsburg in June. Lamibert; eighth grade, Robert
have been chosen to represent superior at the district and excel- Eagle Scouts at the meeting.
Wilson, Ruth Ladd and Billy
this county at the fifth annual, lent at state in clarinet and is a Grayson Harralson, district chairHopper; seventh grade, Joan Holt,
Girls State tce be held June 11-14 member of the clarinet quartet. man, presided over the court of
Pupils Receive Cash
Wayne Holt and Suzanne White.
at Patterson Hall, University of She is a member of the youth honor. Presenting badges were
Prizes In Poppy Day
Kentucky, Lexington, Mrs. John choir at her church and plays the Thomas Lacy, tenderfoot; W. D.
" There were 134 pupils who
were listed on the regular honor
Paul Morse, chairman of the piano at the Kiwanis Club lunch- Armstrong, second class; Gordon
Poster Contest Here
American Legion Auxiliary com- eon each week. Joann has been Glenn, first class; Rev. George
The poppy day posters on dis- roll for the same period. They
ie Reta Adams, Ruby Kay
elected vice-president of the band Filer, star badges, and G. M. Pedmittee, announced this week.
Contest Winners Will
play in the office windows of the were:
Joyce Nell Baker, Jackie Flog Day Celebration
Joann is the daughter of Mr. for next yeas- and is an honor roll /ey made the presentation of the
Seniors: Billy Joe Pierce, Jo
Kentucky Utilities building are
Meet
Eastern Kentucky
Donna Beavers, Mary Sue
Eagle Badge to Mr. Weeks ,it was
and Mrs. Claude Robinson, 700 student.
the winning posters from the fifth Cummins, George Stevens, Dans, Jane Blackburn, Sue M. June 14 Will Feature
Hopkinsville street. Judy is the
Miss Haile is also a member of reported.
and sixth grades at East Side iel Thomas, Lillie Maye Peters, Winners At State Camp
urn, J. B. Bogle, Helen Parade On Main Street
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Basil the band and plays in the brass
Merit badges were awarded to
School, a member of the Ameri- Eunice M. Young, LeRoy Hooks, At Hardinsburg, Ky.
Boitnott, Carrel Patrick
sextet which received superior 20 Scouts of Troops 39 and 42,
The local Elks Lodge will cele- can Legion Auxiliary, sponsoring Betty Holt, Betty Sue Goodwin,
Members ot Future Farmer Haile, 116 Highland avenue. The
Handel
Deward
Boyd and brate national Flag Day on June
girls were chosen on the basis of rating at district and good at state Princeton. Members of Troop 42
Catherine Hopper, Jimmy Adams, chapters in Western
organization, announced.
Kentucky
Johnson Brown, Jr.
leadership, character and scholar- music festival. She is an honor receiving the badge included
Patsy Dalzell, Dorothy Felker, will meet here at 1 p.
14 by presenting Caldwell county
in. Friday,
First prizes of $5 each were
ship by members of the high roll student, a member of the Bobby McKnight, David Pedley,
Jean Creelunur, Margaret Bran- at Butler
s are Liston Alvata Brtun- with a new American flag to be
High School to select
made by George Hall and Ray
youth choir at her church and has Jim Parsley, James Hubbard,
school faculty.
Bertha
don, Nancy Armstrong, Jack finalists in
M as Burgess, flown from the flagstaff at the
impromptu speaking,
Hammond of the sixth grade and
Sponsored by the American Le- been elected secretary of the band Floyd Wilson, Tempy Templeton,
M. Campbell, Rosetta courthouse, B. T. Gresham, chairCook, James Cartwright, Barbara public speaking and
chapter conDoris Akers of the fifth grade.
next year. Judy has also been Bobby Hopkins, Kenneth Gilkey,
Charles W. Cartwright, man of the Flag Day committee
Cox and Nancy Farmer.
teats, James Maddox, Butler chap- gion Auxiliary each year, the pur- for
Second prizes of $3 each went to
pose of the four-day meeting is to chosen art editor of the Butler an- Kendall Boyd, Marvin Lowery,
Juniors: Margie Hamby, Ber- ter instructor
Childress, John Edward announced this week.
announces.
Ann Brinkley and Sandra Gresfor next year. Both girls are Bobby Boone and Charles Babb.
nard Jones, Freda June Oliver,
, Peggy Sue Cook, James
The flag is made of 100 'per ham of the sixth grade and
Winners in the contests here train youth in the fundamentals nual
David
of good citizenship and govern- active in Y-Teen work and are
Dorothy June Oates, Carolyn Mc- will meet those of
Cox, Shirley E. Cummings, cent Dupont "Dura Lite" nylon,
Those from Troop 39 were
Eastern KenRay Cartwright of the fifth
mental functions and to develop popular among students and James Lee Bowman, William
Guirk, Joan McGregor, Doris tucky at the State Camp
len DeBoe, Sue T. Dilling- and will be on display at the
to be held
grade, it was stated. in Kentucky youth a constructive teachers alike, a member of the Lowery, Charles Elder, Phillip
Pierce, Mary Ruth Peters, Mard Florene Dunn.
Corner Drug Store prior to the
Judges of the contest were Mrs. garet Ladd, Billie Kennedy, Kath- this summer at Hardinsburg, Ky., attitude toward t h e American faculty reported.
Id R. Fralick, Charlotte presentation, it was stated.
Shelton, Clifford West, Aubrey
Basil Haile, Mrs. Robert Ennis erine Hancock, Rebecca Jake, Mr. Maddox said. Winners from form of government, Mrs. Marian
Miss Catherine Hopper and Miss Boyd, Johnny Jake and Donald
The celebration is scheduled to
lass, Mary Evelyn Glass,
Eastern Kentucky will be selected
and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
Nancy
Armstrong
Woodard,
were
chairman
represenof
the
AuxIris
Mae
Cravens,
Martha
Sue
Gray, Sue Hackney, Janie start with a parade at Butler
Conway.
at the meeting to be held at Lextatives to Girls State last year
iliary, explained.
Gresham, Judy Haile, Robert" ington, he added.
Harper, Joanne Harper, High School. The Butler band
Tempy Templeton and J m
and
both
won
Among
honors
the
at
Lexingactivities
listed
by
Franklin, Martha Wilson, Doroell Horning, Loretta How- will lead the parade up Main Legion Auxiliary To
Chapters competing for a
Parsley, Troop 42, were awarded
ton.
Miss
the
Hopper
teachers
was
in
named
to
naming Miss Robthy Wilson, Jim Richie, Patsy chance to meet the eastern
ham F. King, Barbara Sue street, starting at 10 a. m. Mem- Sell Poppies Saturday
finalGirls Nation and will return-to the star badge.
Shortt and Wayne White.
Bobbie Jean Ladd, Bobby bers of the Elks Lodge, all vetist in Chapter Meeting Contests inson as a candidate for Girls
Members of the American LeTen members of Troop 38,
Sophomore: Bill Hammond, are Murray Training, Purchase State was her active participation Girls State at Lexington this year
wery and Bonnie Bell erans organizations, service clubs, gion Auxiliary are completing
in the band, having played since as counselor by virtue of that Princeton, received tenderfoot
Blondell Haile, Wanda Hawkins, District; Butler Chapter,
schools and citizens in general are plans for the annual
West
Poppy Day
badges. They were Jackie Fishentering high school. She won an- honor, Mrs. Woodard said
Peggy Guess, Janice Brinkley, Kentucky Distric t;
Corydon,
Dean Lowery, Ella Mae invited to participate, Mr. Gres- sale to be held here on Saturday,
er, Clifford West, Al Smith, BobChristine Cravens, Ken Barnes, Green River District;
ham
explained.
and HeiseMay 26, Mrs. Claude Anderson,
, Fred McGowan Mayes,
by Yates, Gary Catlett, Gary
Odell Brummett, Bold Hogan, Ros- ville, South
Members of the band and chil- chairman of the
City Sets Tax Rate
Central.
McCallister, Norman Ia
committee, for
Hillyard, Bon Boitnott, Cookie
well
Hogan,
Marilyn
Milton,
Betdren in the parade will receive Carlisle Orange Unit No.
District
winners
who
will
comMitchell,
Donald
Of
70
Cents On $100
James
116 an- ty
Oliver, Jimmie Hogan and Joe
Mitchell, Nadine Newsom, pete for the finals
miniature
American
flags
as
long
in
the
imEizabeth
nounced.
Wilson Moore,
Nemith.
A tax rate of 70 cents on each
Frances Hopper, Martha S. Hodge,
rse, Jacqueline Nickell, as the supply lasts, he added.
The members of the Auxiliary Barbara Holloman, Jean Holt, Joy promptu speaking contest are $100 of assessed property in the
Those receiving the tenderfoot
The
of
Order
Elks
inaugurated
Alva
Bennett,
Beaver Dam Chap- city was established
Edward Noel, Shirley A.
will give all or part/a- the day Jewell, Mary Ladd, Byron Roger
badge from Troop 71, Fredonia,
,,by them
Flag
Day
44
years
ago,
in
1907,
ter;
Leroy
Hooks, Butler ChapDonald Clay Orange, Philwere Eugene Peek, Walton Woodand Congress in 1949 designated Saturday to the distribtuion of Martha Walker, Patsy Quisen- ter; P. H. Murdock, Lynn Grove council at the 'regular meeting former Sheriff And
Phelps and Wanda E.
all, Jr., Jimmy Phelps and Gary
June 14 as National Flag Day. memorial poppies to be worn in berry, Betty Travis and Chloe A. Chapter, and Gordon Hornback, Monday night, for the fiscal year
Businessman
Died
At
America's
to
war dead. Winters.
starting July 1. This is an inBlackburn.
Others named on the committee tribute
Munfordville Chapter.
Home Sunday Morning
crease of 5 cents over the tax
les Wesley Prince, Daisy with Mr. Gresham by J. W. Quinn, They will also receive contribuSecond Class badges were given
Freshmen: Becky Bell, CharFinalist
in
the
Public
Speaking
rate of the current fiscal year
h Ray, Donald Glenn Rob- exalted ruler, are Alton Temple- tions for aid to disabled war vet- lotte Akers, Mickey Cunningham,
Funeral services for Richard D. to two from Troop 42. They were
contest
will
be
selected
from
the
erans and needy children f vet- Reba Call, Delores Creasey, Maxand was made necessary by the Farmer, former sheriff of the John McNeely and David Cotton.
oanna Robinson, Virginia ton and Harry Long.
following: Hal Shipley, Murray increasing
erans. i• was stated.
Rodgers, Robert Travis
cost of operating the county and businessman of Fifteen from Troop 39 received
ine Davis, Nancy Wood, Barbara Training Chapter, Purchase
DisGeorge Coon Library, Mayor Hol- Princeton, were conducted at 3 similar badges. Tt.ey included
Imo Stallins, Wanda JeanThomas, Roy Douglas Ward, Dick- trict Winner; John
Shelton,
lowell explained.
e. Roy G. Son, Clayton L.
p. m. Monday at the Mogan Fun- Mike Boitnott, Don Boitnott, Pat
ie Webb, Buddie Hillyard, J. W. Trigg County Chapter, West
Urey Nichols'S'eeks
KenA number of colored residents eral Home by the Rev. George W. Smith, Clifford West, George
Clinton F. Tosh, Naomi
Harper, Joyce Jarvis, Evelyn tucky District Winner; Larry
Bor- on Green street appeared before
County Jailer's Office
d Raybon Young.
Filer, pastor of the First Chris- Hall, James Crowell, Phillip ShelJohnson, Marlene Haile, Louard ders, Todd County Chapter,
South the council to request
J. Urey Nichols, native of the
a hard sur- tian Church, and the Rev. Reed ton, Rolland Goodaker, William
Gray, Jean Francis, Manly Mayes, Central District Winner,
and face street from North Jefferson
county and at present a resident Julia
Woodall, Baptist minister. Mason- Lowery, Bill Smith, Gary Catlett,
Ann Schwab, Jean Paris, Bruce Fletcher, Barrett Manual
Memorial Service
of Princeton, today announces his Bill
Morse, Elsie Sisk, Ronald Chapter, Green River District to Donivan on Green. Those ap- ic rites' were held at the grave- James Hogan, Al Smith, Jackie
Was Last Immediate
candidacy for the unexpired tent
Held May 30
pearing before the council stated side in Cedar Hill cemetery.
and Aubrey Boyd.
Murphy, Arthur Ray Sharp, Glo- Winner.
of jailer of the county, subject
that they were willing to pay for
Ray-Crider McNabb Post Member Of Prominent
Those receiving first class
ria Plymale, Charles McClain
Farmer
died
at
his
Mr.
home,
to
the action of the Democratic
a Street that would be dust free. 417 East Main street, at
45. Veterans of Foreign
badges from Troop 42 were Boband Gereline Scott.
8:45
a.m.
County
Family
Of
The
Bernard
Jones
Elected
primary, August 4. His card to
Mayor Hollowell instructed the Sunday, after an illness of 17 by Hopkins, Ray Hammond, Kenhold its annual memEighth grade: Cecil Lewis, Lula
Funeral services for Mrs. J. B. the voters of the tounly appears
street committee to Investigate months.
dall Boyd, Joel Goodaker and
:,rogram at 7:30 p. m.,
.
Parrent, Wanda Hopkins, Wanda FFA President Here
Bernard Jones, Jr., son. of Mr. the cost of various types of con...y, May 30, at the Ogden Hewlett. Sr., 86-year-old lifelong in this issue of The Leader.
Babby McKnight.
French, Mac Hall, Ena Lynn
A native of Crittenden county,
al Methodist Church in resident of the county, were conClayton, Janey French, Norma and Mrs. Bernard Jones, Sr., struction and report to those seek- he was the son of the late George
on. according to an an- ducted at the Morgan Funeral Jordanaires To Give
Kay George, Willa A on Lacy, Route 2, was named president of ing for the street. .
and Elva Frances Woodall Farment by Chaplain Harold Home at 2 p. m., Saturday with Program At Christian
Anna Louise Lamb, Betty Lewis, the Butler Chapter, Future Farmer. He moved to Princeton 27
the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pasers of America, at an election of First
11.
Donna
Taylor
P'Pool,
and
Nancy
Baptist
To
Hold
years ago and was married to
tor of the Central Presbyterian Church Here May 27
officers last week, James MadSara Walker.
ev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor of
Elsie Cash, of this county, two
Church officiating. Burial was in
Hospital
Rally
Service
dox,
FFA
instructor,
announces.
Donnie
Mitchgrade:
Seventh
and
Church
way Baptist
the Bethlehem cemetery near
A rally day service starting at years later. He was a member of
'
Other officers elected were
ell, Dorothy Boyd, Brenda Filer,
•r chaplain in the United
Crider.
7:30 p. in., Tuesday, May 29, will the First Christian Church and
Lawrence
Hall,
vice
president;
Murphy,
Wanda
Nancy
Murphy,
rmy will be the speaker
Ten Admitted First
F & A. M. No, 82.
Mrs. liewlett died at the home
Wanda Skipworth, Charles Bar- Lucian Hall, secretary; Billy be held at the First Baptist
service, it was stated.
Mr.
Farmer
Week; 11 On Waiting
was
elected
of a daughter, Mrs. Robert Morsheriff
Church
in
the
interest
of
the
BapMartin,
treasurer;
Jerry
Cravens,
nes, James Lee BOWMAN Jonell
of Cill&Well county in 1925, rungan, 102 South Seminary, at 4
Brandon, Kenneth Gilkey, Billy reporter, and Dickie Webb, sen- tist Hospital campaign being conList
For Admittance
f Princetonicrl
a. m. Friday. She had been in ill
.41
ducted in the state, the Rev. H. ning as the Republican candidate
Wayne Gray, Peggy Barnes, Mar- tinel.
Visiting hours at the Caldwell
Febyears
and
several
for
health
that
office.
for
After
serving
as
Bather,
G.
M.
pastor
of
the
church
This
group,
according
to
Mr.
thletic Honors
tha George, Jackie Hunsaker,
sheriff four years, he was engag- County War Memorial Hospital
ruary 8 of this year she suffered
Margaret Moore, Vivian Moore, Maddox, will receive an expense announced.
ard ''Len" Groom, broken hip in.a fall at her home.
ed in the coal and feed business have been established from. 3 to
a
A
program
has
been
arranged
Ann Morgan, Diann Palmer, Mal- paid trip to the State ?FA camp
Mr. a
Mrs. Littleton
4:30 and 7 to 8:30 p. m. each day,
She was admitted to the Princethis summer at Hardinsburg, Ky., for the service and the public is for a number of years on East
Sweeney,
Rowland,
Shirley
anie
Jersey,
ew
Princeton,
according to an announcement
Main street. •
ton Hospital for treatment but
invited, it was stated.
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Stephens,
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top record as
this week by F. Leo Walker, adhad been back at the home of her
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school
to
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learn
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the
Vinson,
Margaret
Stevens,
Phyllis
enior
as student in hi
daughter three weeks.
Mrs. W. M. Coleman has been wife, Mrs. Elsie Farmet; six sis- ministrator.
Jean Adams, Ann Kirkman, Sue the duties and responsibilities of
high school. The Tre on
Albert W. Holeman, Jr., was
A native of the Crider commun.
ill,
but is improved.
FFA
ters, Mrs. Maud Chandler, Louisofficers.
Cravens and James Harvey KeelTimes published a photo- •
the first baby born in the new
, Mrs. Hewlett was the daughville;
Mrs.
Robert
Hazel,
Mrs.
ing.
n May 18 of "Len" as he
hospital on May 17. His home in
the late Henry Glenn and
ter
Lela Vaughn, Miss Josie Farmer,
rolttts
its!,
•
the finish line in the 440on Dawson Springs Route 3. Bare Wilson Glenn, promiSarah
all
of
Evansville;
M
r
s.
Donnie
4
*.ti•
n at the Junior Chamber
ry Granstaff, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Glenn To Attend
nent pione families of the counBaker, Clay; Mrs. Lee Brown,
erre Mercer County High
Clarence Granstaff, underwent
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eto:
last member of
ty and was t
Wheatcroft;
one brother, EverKentucky Fire School
the first operation in the n e w
championships. He finish- her immediate fa
v She was a
ett Farmer, Wheatcroft, and sevFire Chief Gordon Glenn will
quarter mile in 52.4 sec- member of the Bethle
building, it was stated.
Presbyeral nieces and nephews.
attend the annual Kentucky Fire
Patients admitted since last
where
terian Church near Crid
Univerto
be
heldeat
the
School,
Thursday:
is also on the track-team she spent her lifetime until ,v
June
5-7, when a
sity of lientucky
Contract Awarded For Mrs. Frank Wood, Mrs. R. A.
been defeated only in the ing to Princeton 11 years ago.
record attendance of some 600
Lester, Charles Russell, Mrs. Hermile dash one time this
5.2
Miles
County
Road
Among the survivors are a
municipal and industrial fireman P'Pool, Clyde Robinson,
c has been accepted at daughter, Mrs. Robert Morgan,
The contract for construction
men from all sections of the state
Mrs. George F. Vinson and baby,
ale and Harvard but will city; one son, J. B. Hewlett, Jr.,
the
work
on
Farmersville-Briarare expected to attend, accordFloyd Herbert Williams, Michael
Princeton University in Louisville; ten grandchildren and
field road was awarded May 18 to
ing to State Fire Marshal W. L.
Orbie Lewis and Robert Lance
cr, according to a letter eight great-grandchildren. The
Upton,
King
ite
Walker, of Canton,
Martin.
Storm.
is father to J. L Groom, husband preceded her in death
for
854,353.98, according to an anThis year's program will stress
Patients dismissed:
In 1933.
nouncement from Highway Com"Civil Defense", especially as reAsa Sisk, Montgomery J. Jones,
Bearers were grandsons,
missioner W. P. Curlin.
lates to industrial plant protecMrs. Albert Holeman and baby.
Hewlett, John, Richard, Jim and
on Nine Downs
The contrail is financed from Barry
-tion. Specialized training will also
Granstaff. Mrs. Raleigh
The Jordanaires, well known
Bill Morgan and Winfrey Gibson.
the 2-cent gist tax and extends Young,
iiiagr
,
bi in basic and advanced
nia 14-6 Sunday
Mrs. James Harvey Lax
WSM radio artists specializing in
Winfrey Gibson.
from
KY
130
at
Farmersville to and baby, Mrs. Lester Egbert and
fire
ting, fire prevention and
Princeton VFW baseball
songs of a spiritual nature, will
KY
293,
a
distance
of 5.2 miles.
teacher tbaining, it was stated.
baby, Peggy and Jerry Lefan,
feated Fredonia 14-6 last
appear at 7:30 p. m. Sunday, May
PMA Office To Close
The schooria sponsored by the STILL SELL11016 BONDS: Charles Dorroh is pictured here inJanice Faye Loughrie, Rebecca
at Fredonia in a game
27, at the First Christian Church,
Iowan
Daily
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the
sale
carriers
on
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his
structing
two
SUFFERS STROKE
University in ?isoperation with
Dunn and Nelda Faugtn.
by 12 errors, eight of Here Decoration Day
Princeton, Louard Egbert anCharles Russell, Washington
the Kentucky Firenien's Associa- fense bonds and stamps. Charles is 'the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
There are 11 people on the
Fredonia
Tlw office of the Production nounced this week.
recognition
just
ten
years
ago
won
for
national
and
E.
Dorroh
street, suffered a paralytic stroke waiting list
tion. The State Fire Marshal's ofto enter the hospital,
Administration
the
Jordanaires
Three
years
ago
Marketing
II
while
a
n
d
War
game
during
carrier
World
entire
pitched the
for the on Monday. He was admitted to
fice win underwrite the exitenses selling defense bonds
it was reported Wednesday mornceton and Struck out six w ill be closed Decoration Day, made their radio debut on KWTO of one man from each city Ora Louisville Courier-I:Journal and The Times.- He sold more than the Caldwell County War Meming.
hue Bailey struck out May 30, according to an an- in Springfield, Mo. They came to
-half a million dollars worth of bonds and stamps in Princeton at orial Hospital where his condition
department in the state.
nouncement by Mra. Lillian Pru- Nashville a year later at one of
or Fredonia.
Mrs. Glenn is planning to ac- that time and because of this record will be shown with one of his was described as serious by MRS ROWAILD ILL
the southern religious gatherings.
• ton win play Murray ett, clerk.
company Mr. Glenn to Lexington. ll.WaIt-4zrl.rs in a picture to be used for national campaign pub- friends Wednesday.
Mrs. Staab Howard is confined
Since that time they have mad.
2:30 p. in. Sunday. Nelson
is altettlation manager of the Iowan where he Is
Lefty.
to her bed by illness at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koltitudty. &big VW
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard many recordings and appeared in
to pitch for the local
la we* on a special scholarship. Alter serving
Mrs. Byron Williams spent this other daughter, Mrs.
J. L Groom,
iye entered the University of Rentuoky week in Nashville, Tennessee, un- and
Garrott Beefiest aril* were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thad radio and television, Mr. Egbert Sr., spent two days in Louisville tw•-aewe
Mr. Groom, North Harrison
sind,
whore
NorthingtOn, Guthrie, Sunday.
los
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11.
ippohnolok
1*
married
sad
WA
Murray.
two
sous.
der the care of•specialist.
,,• •
,...:4,
111P4
street.

West Kentucky FFA
Finalists Will Be
Named Here Friday

Elks To Present
County With Flag

R. D. Farmer Rites
Held Here Monday

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Hewlett
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Remember Oliver Wendell Holmes, sitting on the Supreme Court the deplorable conditions of Boli- heat and power had thousands in answer to someone's tough probof the United States till he was 91, and (according to devout legend) via, where tin miners have been a frigid stew, the almost unani- lem.)
looking out the window at a pretty girl in the spring and sighing, kept in ignorance and virtual mous form-reversal was a timely
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what the military men admitted once we give him half a chance
they really feared vials enough to show what's under that thin
votes in the presidential election and deceptive shell.
The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States De- from conservative members of
On every hand, neighbors bepartment of Agriculture has reported that realized net income of the Bolivian assembly to swing came neighborly whenever help
operators of farms in 1951 may equal or slightly exceed the previous the election to the popular front was required. Families stranded
peak year of 1947. The statement of the BAE says that unless yields candidate.
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for farm honk consumption will remain high and may reach
ly situated. The almost impasrecord this year. As a result, the erroneous conclusion is drawn by ment.
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and mile.
"In spite of loud complaints from farm organizations and other British, French, Italian and many
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agricultural lobbyists that price controls will ruin farming, the other governments to prevent
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American farmer has a good chance to roll up a record income."
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full year 1951 may average fairly close to the current level, which is home. Not trying, in other words, a garden hose, but didn't have
to fight communism themselves.
about one-fifth higher than the 1950 average.
The Marshall Plan probably sufficient footage.
"Cash receipts from farm marketing this year may total about
Having exhausted all possibilione-fourth higher than in 1950. Farm production costs have also saved several major nations from
. .0 risen sharply to a record high. Realized net income of farm oper- falling under Communist domina- ties at my end, I hurried myself
ators in 1951 may equal or slightly exceed the previous peak year tion. But it would seem a sense over to Ben Nance's garage workof 1947. However, with nonagricultural prices and incomes sub- of national honesty would com- shop and put myself at the mercy
stantially higher, the purchasing power of farm income will not equal pel them to try, at least, to help of his ingenuity. In no time at
all, he had rigged up a small electhat of the earlier year nor will agriculture's share of the national themselves.
We're fighting a •e r y costly tric pump (before power failure),
income be as large."
However, these figures are not in any way conclusive or con- war in Korea. A war costly in fitted the gadget with 214-in, convincing to anyone who is familiar with the farm situation. Although lives as well as money. We are nections for my hose lines and
total farm income may be increased slightly even if there are price the major financial support of the that was that. As events transCoasher sod avowal.. are the ke)'notes*, Kowt•thy V osellow Pork censers
controls, total farm expenditures, including taxes, have gone up United Nations. But we seem, in pired, by the time I was all set to
tremendously. Also, it is not the total farm income which counts, spite of our heavy taxing and g6, it had turned so cold the water
lavish spending to be out of step stopped seeping into the basement.
but the proportion or the amount that the farmer can keep.
Just because the crisis didn't
Therefore, while the statistics that are given may not be con- with the rest of the world. Or, at
least a lot of it.
materialize, doesn't detract one
troverted, the conclusions are wholly erroneous.
The United States today is bad- iota from the credit due Ben for
—(The Lexington Herald)
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and Mrs. Otho Storms and chilUncle "Dick" Mayes, who has dren.
Eldred Boisture, who has spent
Kanin
home
his
making
he
been
where
some time in Detroit
Mrs. Ernest Lacy visited Nola
was employed, has returned home. sas, is visiting friends and rela- Wilson Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wring-and tives here.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess
children, Patricia Ann and Gary
a n d Mrs. Aaron Rogers visited
Wayne of Gary, Ind., spent the were Saturday night dinner
Mrs. Etta Pollard and family
weekend with her parents. Rev. guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. FerSunday.
and Mrs. Leon Oliver. They at- gerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms and
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Tosh and
tended the Oliver-Brasher weddaughter. Orna, left Sunday for j;Mr. and Mrs. Carl Raymond
ding.
Brown and Gregory, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Ennis visited Mr. and
Mrs. Waylon Rogers Sunday.
Among the visitors of Mr. L.
W. Rogers and Mrs. C. B. Rogers
have been Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron !lagers, Waylon Rogers and family,
Johnnie Rogers and family and
Mrs Earl Vinson.
Miss Bertha Gresham, of Detroit. Michigan, has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Josie Gresham
and Mary Lou.
Mrs. Clint Ladd visited Mrs.
avid Mitchell Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Lula Thomas, of Englewood, Indiana, has been visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. C. B. Rogers has been visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs.
Farris at Hawkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Fuller and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Fuller Sunday.
We wish to congratulate the
graduating students and wish
them both success and happiness.
Those receiving diplomas from
Butler High School are Zelle
Haile and Billie Pat Hart. Misses
Euton Hensley and Dorothy Marie
Woolf will receive their diplomas
from Sinking Fork High School.
Misses Bertha May Burgess, Barbara Sue Ladd, and Virginia Irene Rogers will receive eighth
grade diplomas from Friendship.
Mrs. Alice Walker, of Hopkinsvine, has been visiting Mrs. Rufus Overby.
Mr. Denzil McGowan and family, of St. Louis, Missouri, have
recently visited his father, Mr.
Has many features you'd expect to and
Hugh McGowan, and family.
only in higher-priced Refrigerators
Detroit where Mr. Tosh is employed.
SAFE-Cold from Frigidaire
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunt, MarMotar-Misor protocts all
ion, spent Sunday with her mothfoods from ono shoppiag
er, Mrs. Cyrus Moore. Mrs. Hunt
trip to tho next'
remained with her mother during
her illness.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Glenn Whitt
Soo Al Thou and Many More Worse I
and daughter, Patsy, of Memphis,
• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism hes
and Pvt. J. C. Butts, of Ft. Henning, Ga., were weekend guests
S-Year Warranty.
bulft-In
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts and
of
with
Trays
Gulekube
• Exclusive
J. C. Butts.
Mrs.
Tray and Cube Releases.
Mrs. May Freeman has receivlbs.
29
over
holds
• Large Super-Freezer
ed word from her son, Paul, who
frozen food.
is somewhere in Korea, of his
promotion to private first class.
• Cold Storage Tray fee quick ghillieg
The Fredonia High Senior
bevoragos,
moats,
Class and sponsors left Monday
• Sla-eise panatella Hydrator for holm
morning for a trip through Eastern Kentucky.
end vogglablog.
W. M. Young and John F. Rice
attended the funeral of Mrs. Ben
White in Cadiz last week.
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Pleasant Grove

BOTH FOR ONLY
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CAPITOL

_
M an
Arne CHINESE ATTACK FAILED: American soldiers search the bodies of Ohinese killed
front in
attack which failed at the start of the Chinese Communist offensive on the Central
before burial.
Korea. The bodies lie at a collection point in a hillside gully south of Chunchon
(AP Wirephoto via radio from Tokyo)
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DEAR FRIENDS:
"I URGE YOU TO SEE AND ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO
SEE "I'D CLIMB THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN," NOT BECAUSE IT IS A RELIGIOUS PICTURE BUT BECAUSE IT
IS SO TIMELY AND SUCH GOOD ENTERTAINMENT"
—THOS. J. SIMMONS
Manager
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SUN. & MON., MAY 27-28

A VERY FUNNY PICTURE
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May 29-30

about the MOTHER of the GROOM
who went on the honeymoon!
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-

folas

TIERNEY LUND

ANN SAVAGE

DAVID BRUCE

Added!
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
WESTERN FEATURETTE

THUR. & FRI
May 31- June 1

with MIOJAM HOPKINS • THELMA RITTER • MN STERLING
Added Joy!
COLOR CARTOON — "PUNY EXPRESS"
PARAMOUNT NEWS
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The Eddy Creek Homemakers
t met in May with Mrs. James
Hemingway for an all day meeting.
p Mrs. Wylie Brown presided at
the business session when plans
were discussed and made for the
radio program in June. Mrs. Vernon Buechel, Mrs. Frank Burchett and Mrs. Charles Lester
were named by Mrs. Brown as a
nominating committee.
'Mrs. Dique Satterfield and Mrs.
Boyd Satterfield gave the major
lesson on handicraft and each
member present made either a
basket or mat.
A pot luck lunch was served
at noon to the following members: Mesdames Wylie Brown,
Charles Lester, Dique Satterfield,
Wesley Prince, Frank Burchett,
Eugene Yates, Pollard Oldham,
Floyd Lewis, Boyd Satterfield,
• James Hemingway, Pepper Jones
. and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The club is scheduled to meet
with Mrs. Pollard Oldham in

(By Alton L. Blakeslee)
Cambridge, Mass. — Apartments and homes with a new
freedom — freedom from your
neighbors' noise—are the goal of
a room hare that becomes a hell-
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Crossnor
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June.
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The next meeting is scheduled and Albert Frost under supervisfor June 11, at 9:30 a. m. with ion of professors R. H. Bolt and
L. L. Beranek.
Mrs. Lawson Felker.
The loudspeakers, set in rows,
Those attending t h e meeting
were Mesdames Joel Boitnott, are located behind an eight-foot
Clyde Coleman, Lawson Felker, square test panel, composed of
Medley Horning, Roy Massey, one kind or several kinds of wall
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New Hospital Expense Protection
Surgical -Medical Benefits

Most important Paint
Advancement in 25 years
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Self Leveling

Better Coverage
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Surfaces
Tough and Elastic Film
Modern Attractive Colors
Cleans Itself
Economical to Use

3 yds. 1.00
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Damaging To
Plants This Ye
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Fredonia Valley
Mrs. W. B. Conway and Mrs.
Cecil Brasher were hostesses to
nineteen members of the Fredonia
Valley Homemakers Club, Tuesday, May 8, at the American Legion Hall.
The project leaders, Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, instructed the group on the
weaving of reed mats. Sixteen
mats were completed during the
afternoon.
The hostess served refreshments
to Mesdames Ruble Akridge,
Charles Baker, Charles Wilson,
Noble Paris, Mary Melton, Gross
Fergurson, Ray Wigginton, Herman Brenda, Russell Yates, Norman Wheeler, Aubrey Litchfield,
Edd Phelps, Orvil Prowell, Arlie
Vinson, John Rice, Virgil Coleman, J. J. Rogers, W. B. Conway,
and Cecil Brasher.
At a work day meeting May 16,
at Mrs. Virgil Coleman's eleven
baskets were completed. A potluck lunch was served.

to-match bullion fringe. Lovely! And inexpensive! ,

For the man who likes'to work in comfort.
WHITE COTTON WORK SOCKS
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48 ONLY
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
BURROS FOR MALIBU
New York (AP) At the 12,000
acre Ten Mile River Scout Camps
in Narrowsburg, N. Y., 100 miles
from here, 43 burros have been
imported from Texas to help Boy
Scouts learn the skills of t he
"wide open spaces". Only 42 burros left Texas', but an addition
was born enroute.
Boys attending the camps will
be taught proper trail packing
methods and how to tie a real
"diamond hitch." All in all, the
imported burros are expected to
bring the old weft right up close
for New York scouts this summer.

4-H Club Members
To Observe Annual
4-H Week In June

Farm operators and assistants Plants, sprays, and prunes fruit
have been added to the list of trees. Cares for livestock. OperMabry
When 4-H Week gets under way critical occupations by the Labor ates, repairs, and maintains farm
ay R. A
on the campus of the Linivensity Department, according to an an- implements and mechanical equip(County Agent)
Valleau,
of Kentucky, June 5 to 9, it will nouncement made by Charles F. ment, such as tractors and elecaccording to Dr. W. D.
be a period devoted to activities of Brannan, Secretary of Agricul- tric motors, combines, gang
University of
pathologist,
Tobacco seed sales in Carlisle
cast
By John S. Gardneia Kentucky
plows, ensilage cutters., corn and
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Station,
Experiment
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teagay
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cording to J. W. Whitehouse, state
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are scalded,
responding drop in acreage.
leader bf 4-H work at the College is used as a guide in the selection and hay balers, used in the proosa plants that
and
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THE
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Eleven farmers in Floyd county
of Agriculture and Home Eco- of manpower for the Armed Ser- duction of crops, such as grain,
;Diallers that
investigation it was from bluestone-lime applied "in CUCUMBER BEETLE
vices. The addition of farm oper- vegetables, hay, fruit, cotton,
have enrolled 4,239 acres of land
mpg. On
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Between 1,200 and 1,300 boys will aid Selective Service Boards their products. Repairs farm
for the injury. temperature ranged above 90 de- over night," as, the saying is, is To promote more gardening,
(Soil Conservation Service)
fai responsible
and girls from 120 counties, their in considering cases of farm
scalding grees F. and was probably much the striped cucumber beetle, the Rowan county will harve a county
be
to
the
Joe
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seems
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n
Bobbie,
a
buildings, fences and other strucThe fast
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atand lettuce were also scalded in about cucumbers, squashes, can- scored and prizes awarded.
agricultural supplies for defense, "On specialized farms, such as
Williams and grandsons of Mrs.
tend this 28th annual event.
it was pointed out.
some beds. This is the first year taloups, cushews and watermeldairy or livestock farms, perFelix Brashear and William Annie D. McElroy, of the FredoFour-Wers themselves look
Detailed definitions of aFarm forms such tasks as scientific
in the history of the use of blue- ons.
Crawford of Perry county have nia community, were eager to
upon this week as the highspot of Operators and Assistants" includ- feeding and selective breeding,
stone-lime when anything of this
Although the adults do some each set 2,000 Tennessee Beauty help stake out guide lines on a 20 their club experience, and it is
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rotating pastures, operating and
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six
Relief
be
Quick
will
Positive
How To Get
to create a pond of one and a half of an acre and
president of the Kentucky Assoinjury.
the
increase
only
will
also
It
deep in the deepest place.
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
acres.
503 W. Main St.
ciation of 4-H Clubs, will preside
There is little chance that blue
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
More than 500 people attended included a core trench to prevent at the opening program.
mold will be serious this year as
club rally day in Pulaski seepage and a flood spillway.
there was little carryover from the 4-H
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
A good depth of water will
county.
serious,
be
to
mold,
Blue
year.
last
belladonna.
is
man ingredients
In Bath county, 162 hooked make the water cooler for livethe
before
ulcer
started
well
relieve
get
to
must
medicine
wonderful
We guarantee this
rugs have been completed or are stock in summer months, more
first of May.
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
desirable for fish growth and will
being made by homemakers.
GREEINBUGS
ALFALFA
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
help prevent undesirable weeds
Farmers that are having trou- fore it occurs, and this is how.
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
and grasses that grow in shallow
ble with alfalfa dying out in small
The adults of last year f ind water.
biessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
areas should exmaine the area for winter shelter where they may,
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
Charles Peters an d Gerald
presence of Greenbugs which are emerging as soon as the seedlings Childress of the Liberty communStart this treatment today. Sold only at—
a species of small plant lice. They of the crops named above emerge. ity have constructed a pond and
infest and damage small grains, The beetles dive down the soil cleaned out another pond for watgrasses, corn and other plants. cracks which the seedlings make, er conservation on their farm.
Just now they may be found, in and there lay eggs. From these in
Shelby Asher, Lucian Ayers,
a few days hatch cream-colored, his Agriculture instructor, and the
black-headed larvae that immedi- soil conservation service techniately start consuming the seed- cian made a drainage plan this
lings. Some seedlings never reach week on Mr. Asher's farm in the
daylight; some may make a leaf Shady Grove community. The
or two and then die, but some are 2300 foot proposed ditch will help
A complete screen door set with each screen door purchased from
only slightly injured, to die drain a bottom field and will carLUMBER COMPANY. This set consists of a black Japaned screen
STEGER
when blooming and fruit-setting ry water from a 252 acre waterstart, or even after they have pro- shed.
door spring complete with set of hook eyes, black Japaned screen door
gressed well.
handle, pair of black Japaned loose pin screen door hinges complete with
Knowing when the insect starts
Kentucky Homemakers
screws and a cadium plated screen door hook and eye. This offer is for a
and how it starts, you can make
a plan for its control, the object Have A Foreign Guest
LIMITED TIME ONLY.
Members of homemakers clubs
being to stop the worms, but also
dream
a
adults
realized
in Kentucky
to reduce the number of
that cause the later damage to come true recently with the arrival of Miss Klara Heilein of
the plants.
As soon as the first seedlings Bamberg, Bavaria, who will spend
break through, a poison dust is about six months in the state. It
so applied that it enters the soil has long been the wish of homecracks. A popgun duster may be makers to have a representative
used, or even a sack of porous of a foreign country as a gaest
material, always at the center of in furthering their program of nper ternational understanding. Consethe hills. The dust may be
cent Rotenone (bean beetle dust), quently, the Kentucky Federation
or 3 per cent DUI', for larger of Homemakers sponsored Miss
acreages. Even the hills that are Heilein's trip by providing the nejust "humping" should be dusted. cessary funds, so that she might
The familiar red cooler in service
Then, in three d a y s, a second see at first had the methods and
stations, offering ice-cold Coke,
dusting is given, by which time practices carried on in ademocraall soil cracks are open. Five days tic country.
refresh.
is your invitation to
A home demonstration agent
later, the third dusting is made,
These combination doors are
followed by two more, five days and teacher in a school of home
apart, the later dustings serving economics, Miss Heilein has been
made of clear Ponderosa pine. They
are made of clear
doors
SOTTEED UNDER AU714011ITY OF INC COCA COIF, COMPANY BC
These
to dust the surface of the soil invited by several homemakers
are equipped with both storm and
Ponderosa pine and filled with galabout the hills, to keep at bay the throughout the st a te to spend
screen sash and can be used the
insects that in the meantime have some time in their homes.
vanized wire. They are carried in
grown up and might start gnawyear around.
three different patterns.
ing about the plants' bases.

THE GARDEN

Ky. Farm News

Play Safe Now
Fire Insurance
John H. Mclin

Witty and Carl

Have a Coke•••
Drive refreshed
•

certain areas, working on wheat,
rye and alfalfa.
Early damage may be indicated
by small deadened areas appearing in the field in late winter or
early spring. Unfavorable weather conditions these deadeqed
spots may spread rapidly to eventually envelop the entire field.
The insects can be controlled
by the use of parathion. Apply it,
at the rate of 25 to 40 pounds of
1 per cent dust per acre. Make no
applications within 15 days of
cutting or forage use.
Since parathion is a highly
poisonous material, all cautions
of the manufacturer should be
scrupulously observed.

Screen Door
Grills
$1.65 and up
We have three different patterns in
stock.

Adjustable
Screens
69¢ and up

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284

Princeton, liy

These screens a r e
12", 18", 24", and
30" high. They a0just out to 33" In
width.
Screen Enamel,
75e
qt.

for Picnics, Parties, Cool Drinks,
Camping, Fishing.
Keep Extra Ice in Your Kitchen All
During The Summer. So Convenient.

Screen Stock,
06c
foot

WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
DISABLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
We operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
daily. We guarantee good service.

Screen Moulding,
2c
/
ft.
1121
Screen Corners,
tee
set
Screen Hangers,
28c
set

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
PHONE Princeton 3698

Call for a FREE
r.STIMATE en Custom made aluminum Screens. These
are made with an
aluminum °basset
and filled with

• Black
*Galvanized
•Aluminum
• Bronze
•Plastic
Since the government has cut t h e
supply of steel, copper, and alurninurn
we recommend that you get your
screens in first class shape while our
supply lasts.

These frames are 11.4k"
thick and are made of
Ponderosa

Pine. All

joints are mortised and
tennoned. They are
cheaper than you can
possibly build them.
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watling
Brown - VInoon
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Woodall at Paducah, this
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown,
weekend.
Farmersville, announce the marMr. Joe Weeks was confined to
riage of their daughter, Marlene,
to Mr. Charles Thomas Vinson,
his home on Highland avenue beson of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson,
cause of illness for a week, but is
Fredonia.
working now.
The single ring ceremony was
s, SuMr. and Mrs. John h14,
performed Friday morning, May
perior, Arizona, are spending a
18, at 11:30 o'clock, at the resiweek with Mrs. W. L. Mays, HopOliver - Brasher .
dence of the bride's parents with
street.
kinsville
Satperformed
In a ceremony
only the immediate families atMr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley spent
urday afternoon, May 5, at 5:00 tending. The home was decorated
the weekend with their son and
o'clock, in the Walnut Grove Bap- • with spring cut flowers and
wife, Dr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley,
tist Church at Walnut Grove, Miss greenery. .
Jr., Nashville, Tennessee.
Doris Oliver, daughter of Rev.
eyelet
blue
a
wore
The bride
Mrs. H. E. Butler went the
and Mrs. Leon Oliver became the dress with white accessories. Her 1
weekend at Beaver Dam with
bride of Mr. Leon Brasher, son corsage was of pink rosebuds.
relatives.
of Mrs. Ken Griffith.
The maid of honor, Miss BrenThe Rev. Oliver, father of the da Kay Vinson, sister of the.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Adams and
bride, officiated at the double bridegroom, wore a dress of yelchildren of Charleston, Indiana,
ring ceremony.
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Leitchlow eyelet with white accessories
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous pre- and her corsage was of pink carMiss Golden Davis' engage- field and children spent the weeksented a program of wedding se- nations.
ment to Edgar Hylan Thorp, son end with Mr. and Mrs. Major
lections and Miss Peggy Sue
Mr. Robert Brown, brother of of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Thorp, of Quisenberry.
Brown, of Marion, sang "Always" the bride, served as best man.
Eddyville, is announced by her
Mrs. Nora Adams has been
and "I Love You Truly".
The bride's mother wore a fig- mother, Mrs. Verna Davis, of visiting her son, Norris Adams,
The bride was attired in a ured dress with a corsage of pink Princeton.
Nashville, Tennessee, for the past
white linen two piece dress with carnations while the bridegroom's
month.
white accessories. Her corsage mother wore a navy dress with a
Miss Rosie Beck attended a
roses.
was of pink
corsage of red carnations.
house party over the weekend
She was attended by her sister,
Mr. Vinson is engaged in farmthe Sigma Chi Fraternity
Mrs. Hollis Wring, of Gary, In- ing and they will live on the
Mrs. Venecia Nance, of Pike- given by
diana. Mrs. Wring wore a blue farm of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ville, Kentucky, visited Mrs. W. at Georgia Tech as the guest of
Robert McConnell. The parlinen two piece dress and her cor- Wilson, his grandparents.
F. Sigler, Shady Grove, over the Mr.
ty, one of the fraternity's large
sage was also of pink roses.
weekend.
afThe couple left immediately
attended by 40 couThe ushers, sisters of the bride, ter the reception for a honeyMrs. Inez Ligon, of Louisville, events, was
ples.
CounMiss Rosalee Oliver a n d Miss moon in the southern states ,
Kentucky
the
who is with
Mrs. Grady Moore, South JefShirley Oliver, wore identical
cil of Education, was a visitor in
ferson street, left Saturday for
dresses.
white
Princeton Friday.
Edward Pitke Is
Mrs.
Mr. Brasher was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. John Durilla and an indefinite stay in Washington,
Hostess To Bridge Club
Mr. Haskell Travis.
children,of Portsmouth, Arkansas, D. C., to be near her husband who
Mrs. Edward Pitke was hostess
The mother of the bride was
are here to,ayisit her father, Mr. is a patient in the Walter Reed
evenattired in a dress of blue printed to her bridge chib Friday
Webb Powell, and her grand- Hospital.
on
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Granstaff,
sheer with white accessories while ing, May 18, at her home
father, Mr. Luke Powell.
street.
the bridegroom's mother wore North Seminary
Capt. and Mrs. Richard B. Polk, South Seminary street, left SunMrs.
to
Prizes were awarded
navy blue.
who were enroute to Fort Leonard day morning for Kansas City,
Immediately after the cere- Hillery Barnett and Miss Mary wood, Missouri, were guests of Missouri. They plan to come home
mony, the couple left on a short Loftus. ,
his aunt, Mrs. Dique Eldred, and next Saturday and will be accomThe hostess served a dessert
.
wedding trip.
Mr. Eldred, W. Main, Thursday panied by their son and his famMrs. Brasher is a graduate of course to Mesdames T o m Sim- night
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff.
Crittenden County High School mons, Hillery Barnett, James
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore, of
Landes, Gordon Lisanby, James
in the class of 1951.
Jasper, Alabama, were recent vis- Sr., and Mrs. Rurnsey Taylor, Jr.,
James
Billy
McElroy,
Walker,
Mr. Brasher is an employee of
itors of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Gor- spent Sunday in Nashville, TenShrew9bury, Stanley Sharp, Hewthe Lafayette Mines in Mexico.
nessee, visiting their son and
don, Hopkinsville street.
and
Stallins,
They will be at home in an lett Morgan, Fred
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Shernwell, of brother, Robert Taylor, a student
and
Mary
apartment at the residence of Mr. Misses Vergie Barnett
Paducah, spent the weekend with at Vanderbilt University.
Loftus.
and Mrs. Jim Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Palmer, of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Davenport, Florida, are guests of
Cartwright, Hopkinsville street.
Mrs. McElroy Hostess
Mrs. Jennie Swendell, of Jas- Misses Sula and Eliza Nall and
Pollyanna Class Meets
Alabama, is visiting her other relatives and friends.
per,
Mrs. Leon Cummins and Mrs To Her Bridge Club
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Scott, of
grandson and family, Dr. and
Barkley,Townes were co-hostesses
Mrs. Billy McElroy entertained
Mrs. Robert Gordon, Hopkinsville Fort Worth, Texas, hat • arrived
to the Pollyanna Sunday School her bridge club Tuesday afterhere for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
street.
class of the First Baptist Church noon at her home on North JefSgt. and Mrs. Clarie Bourne, Floyd Scott and other relatives of
Tuesday night, May 15, at the ferson street.
and children, Connie Joe and the county.
Cummins home on Cadiz street..
Prizes were awarded to MesMr. and Mrs. Rtunsey B. Tayof Olathe, Kansas, are
Judy,
with
opened
Mcwas
The meeting
dames R. G. Morgan, Billy
Dr. Ralph lor and Nancy left this morning
brother,
her
of
guests
the
each member responding to
Connell, and James Walker.
Blazier, and family, Marion road. fa a visit with Dr. and Mrs. Charroll call with a scripture verse.
The hostess served a dessert
Dr. and Mrs. Godfrey Childress, les B. Stacy, of Pineville, and to
Mesdames Stanley
After the business session the course to
of Valhalla, New York, are attend the Mountain Laurel Feshostesses served refreshments to Sharp, Billy McConnell, James
guests of their parents, Mrs. Shell tival.
Mesdames Robert Simpson, Lyle McCaslin, R. G. Morgan, Willard
Smith, Eddyville road, and Mrs.
Yowell, Thurman Morgan, John Moore, James Walker, James
The best pinch hitting record
W. W. Childress, Eagle street.
Ferguson, Oscar George: John Na- Shrewebury, and John S. HutcheMrs. Frank Franklin, Mrs. Mel- for one season belongs to Sam
tion, John Hopper, L. J. Bryant, son, Jr.
vin Fralick, Mrs. C. A. Bramtett, Leslie of the New York Giants.
Brad Lacy, Randolph Hutchinand Mrs. Irvine L. Parrett spent During the 1932 season Leslie
Fauntner,
James
Murray,
son, Ira
Surprise Dinner Given
smacked 22 safe blows in pinch
Thursday in Hopkinsville.
J. W. Fauntner, Marshall Ethof Morgan- hitting chores.
Sparks,
B.
W.
Mrs.
was
honored
Smith
0.
Mrs.
G.
Hyde,
ridge, Harold Bell, Logan
Perry Rockafellow h a s been
dinner field, Ky., visited her daughter,
and Misses Helen Beck and Elaine with a surprise birthday
on Monday evening at her home, Mrs. J. L. Hayes, and family. Hop- Colgate tennis coach since 1936.
Morris.
His record is 156 wins and 50
208 South Jefferson. Just as she kinsville road, this weekend.
Mrs. Pat Ryan, of Paducah, was losses.
best man. Ushers were Thomas was preparing to eat alone memThe Dead Sea is 1,286 feet beDrenan, brother of the bride, and bers of the family entered the a guest of her sister, Mrs. J. L.
low sea level.
Kedrick R. Flynn.
home with fried chicken and all Hayes and family, Sunday.
Mrs. J. B. Greer, of JacksonThe bride's mother was attired the other foods, including a birthville, Florida, is visiting Mrs. I.
in a dress of ecrue lace and linen day cake and ice cream.
with matching accessories and her
Those attending t h e family Z,. Barber and Dr. Barber.
corsage was of white roses.
party were Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
The bridegroom's mother wore Satterfield and son, Dique, Mrs. The Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rowland,
a pink linen dress with navy ac- D. W. Satterfield, Miss .Blan
cessories and her corsage was of Oliver and little Miss Myra Smcit. Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth
of a daughter Barbara Ann, May
gardenias.
The ceremony was followed by
Miss JoAnne Berry, Mrs. W. C. 12.
.• •
a reception in the annex for about Sparks, Jr., and Mrs. Virgil Wood-

Eng *wont Announced

STANDARD REMINGTON
TYPEWRITERS FOR SALE

p
Davis, organist. Miss Virginia McCaslin sang "At Dawning" and
The Central Presbyterian "0 Promise Me."
Church was the scene at 4:00
The bride, who was given in
o'clock, Saturday afternoon, of marriage by her father, wore a
the wedding of Miss Elma Mae full length gown of white emDrenan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. broidered organdy with matching
John A. Drenan, Mexico, and Mr. scalloped mitts. Her fingertip
Edward Lewis Freudenthal, son veil of silk illusion net was held
of Mr and Mrs. Emil Freuden- in place by a crown of orange
thal, Chicago, Illinois. The Rev. blossoms. She carried a bouquet
Floyd A. Loperfido officiated at of white bride's roses with white
satin streamers.
the single ring ceremony.
The maid of honor, Miss MarCandelabra and greenery were
the
arranged on each side of a large garet A. Drenan, sister of
basket of white gladiola in the bride, wore a gown of tucked
center of the altar. On each side green organdy, fashioned similar
of the stops and in the windows to that of the bride with matchthere were white potted gerani- ing hat and mitts. She carried a
colonial bouquet of pink roses
ums.
streamers.
A program of nuptial music with pink satin
Kenneth K. Burker served as
was presented by Mrs. Bernice

Drenan - Freudenthal

as sees IN Mademoiselle

cnetv! cAileremt! Cool

MESH SPEC

4
411
/
BROWN and WHITE • NAVY and WHITE

N.

You've neve, worn a cooler spectator! Gloriously
light on the foot, light to pock for travel! Nylon
mesh with smooth leather. Roomy wall toe Sizes
4 to 9, AAA to B.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

SKYWAY
Drive-In Theatre
DAWSON ROAD
Two Shows Each Night
Gates Open 6:45 -- First Show 7:30 P. M.

Children Under 12 Admitted Free
FRI. & SAT., MAY 25 & 26
John Wayne & Lorraine Day
in

"TYCOON"
(in color)
Also Comedy

SUN. & MON., MAY 27 & 28
Louis Hayward & Jane Wyatt
in

"HOUSE BY THE RIVER"
Also Comedy & News

TUES., WED. & THURS.
MAY 29-30-31
Robert Walker & Joan Leslie
in

"SKIPPER SURPRISED HIS WIFE"
Cartoon - Shorts & News

FRI. & SAT., JUNE 1st & 2nd
Jon Hall & Victor Mclaughlen
in

"MICHIGAN KID"
In Color
Cartoon & Shorts
COMING JUNE 3 & 4

"CINDERELLA"

The Princeton Leader
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The Leader is a
candidacy of J. Urey
Jailor of Caldwell Co
of the Democratic Prim
personal card to the V.
To the voters of C.
voters of the county r
work of jailor and cot,
of great responsibility
duties will be carried
years past if I am a
place which I now see
I am a lifelong
have the highest est.
well County, being •
which I have spent m
forty years. I feel th •
the post years well qu
bilities which are att•
I shall appreciate
in the coming August E
attempt to see each a
Primary, please take
for your vote on August
Sin •

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

J. UREY

Dial 3211

Princeton, Ky.

and

Always Below Ceiling
Our Prices Satisfy
Always Buy Cars

0. P. S. doesn't mean ceiling to us -- only that

Remember

With Guaranteed Quality
0. P. S. Ceiling
1947 6 Cy!. Chrysler Sedan
Heater

1949 6 cyl. Club Coupe
Heater and Radio

1950 Style Line Chev. Deluxe
(5600 mi.) Heater and Seat Covers

1949 Desoto 4-Door Sedan
Heater and Radio

1941 Chev. Tudor
Heater

1949 Ford 4-Door, Custom
Heater

$1375.00

Wan down by
4 oar:
1
/
"

Our Price

$995.00
$1595.00

$1725.00

$1600.00

$1815.00

$1495.00

$415.00

$385.00

$1420.00

$995.00

Hodge Motor Sales&Implement Co.
W. Main St.

Plume 2093

•

°IBM SHAW,
ON
8•.• I. Wilbur Shater's

$1845.00
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A - always cleaner
B - better performing
C - carefree driving
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We are now the exclusive dealer for all new
d REMINGTON Typewriters in
reconditione
and
counties.
neighboring
Caldwell and
If you need or will need a typewriter in the
near future, stop in to see us or contact this office
and a representative of The Leader will stop to
see you.

PottionaLi

100 guests. The bride's table, cov- all spent the weekend at Eli.epa.
Sgt. and Mrs. Clifton D. Pruett,
ered with a lace cloth, held a four bethtown and Fort Knox wit% Jr., Japan, on the birth of a son,
tiered wedding cake. The annex relatives and friends. They were Clifton David III, May 21. The
was decorated with greenery, sil- accompanied home by Mrs. Robert paternal grandparents are Mr. and
ver candelabra and white candles. Oirborne who had anent three M r s. Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.,
Hostesses were Mrs. A. H. Sutton, days with her husband on leave Princeton, a n d the maternal
Mrs. Clarence Cochran, and Mrs. from the U. S. Navy and his par- grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.
G Whittington, Kuttawa.
Thomas Cochran.
ents at Louisville.
The couple will be at home in
St. Louis where the bridegroom
is in the designing department of
McDonnel Aircraft Company.
Mrs. Freudenthal is a graduate
of the Rosiclare, Illinois, High
School and the University of Illinois. She was employed two years
in the advertising department of
Black and Kuhl D. G. Co., Peoria,
Illinois.
Mr. Freudenthal is a graduate
of Bradley University and was a
pilot in the Pacific during World
War II.
Guests attending the wedding
from Chicago, Illinois, were Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Barker, Mr.
and Mrs. C. S. Sampson, Mr.
Charles Borfer, Mess Margaret
Reed and Mr. Raymond R. Fritz.
Guests from Resider*, Illinois,
were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Travis,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Efner, Miss
Kay Efner, Miss Sue Ether, Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Sutton, Mr. and Mrs.
H.. W. Hurst, Miss Bobby Moore
STYLE 3100
and Miss Barbara Moore.
Guests from Mexico, Kentucky,
were Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Estill,
... and no need for bells on her fingers, foe
Mrs. Charles Vance and Kathy,
teas white leather sandal that is all slim
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jesaing, Dick
and Harriet, Mr. and Mrs. Ewell
straps will take all the admiring attention.
Crum and Mr. and Mrs E. H.
She'll be a barefoot girl with shoes on.
Reynolds.
Also Mr. Martin J. Hadley, PeAlso No. 3108 Tangerine
oria, Illinois; Mrs. James Reed,
Equality, Illinois; Mr. and Mrs.
Jack V. Hill, Marlon; Mr. and
Mrs. Kovac, Davenport, Iowa;
Miss Nancy Simmons, Libertyville, Illinois; Mr. Raymond L.
Drenan, San Antonio, Texas;
Miss Margaret Drenan and Mr.
Kedrick R. Flynn, Evansville, Indiana; Mr. Cordell H. Wood, Flora, Illinois, and Mr. and Mrs. C. V.
Cochran and Mike, tiitabethtown, Illinois.
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Mrs. Kenneth Morgan
Killed In Collision

Official Penalty Rates
For Tobacco Announced

Children's Eye
Health Important

Winners Announced In
Junior Red Cross Work

Mrs. R. Y. Hook's sixth grade
room won second place by filling
more gift boxes and taking part in
all the program. The members of
the class also were treated to an
Ice cream party.
Mrs. Flora Creekmur's sixth
grade room won third in the program, it was stated.

'Mrs. Kate Pruett's fifth grade
room won first prize for the
year's activate! in Junior Red
(By David Taylor Marks)
Cross work by making an album
One of a child's most precious
to send overseas, filling of gift
possessions is his eyesight. And
boxes and taking part in all the
fortunate is the child whose parprogram for the year, it was an- ATTEND FUNERAL
ents protect it for him.
nounced this week. The reward
Out of town people attending
At a recent meeting of the Na- was an ice cream party.
the Robert Howe Dalzell funeral
tions)] Society for the Prevention
May 17 were Mr. and Mrs. Orlanof Blindness, Dr. Charles C. Wil- QUINN 4-II CLUB •
Kirchner, Charlotte and Tomson, professor of education and
David Crenshaw, vim-president do
public health at Yale University of the Quinn 4-H Club, presided my, Hollis Dalzell, Cincinnati,
said that "at least 10,000 young- at the regular May meeting, Lu- Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Woodsters can be saved from partial or retta Traylor, reporter of the all, Covington; Mrs. T. J. Woodall, Mrs. Collins Hall, Betty
complete blindness" during the group announced.
Bruce Hall, Shirley and Edward
next decade if parents would folanthe
that
It was announced
low five simple rules on Faring nual weiner roast of the club will Dalzell, Paris; Mrs. Winnie Clay
for the eyes of their children. All be held at 8:30 p. m., July 15. Barton, Midway; Mr. and Mrs. J.
parents had to do was to know The program for the month was J. Isaacs, Mr. C. D. Emerson,
VILLAGE BATHHOUSE: This new bathhouze and swimming and to practice these few basic given on state parks in Kentucky. Nashville, Tennessee; Mr. David
Madisonville; Mr. and
area have just been completed at Kentucky Dam Village State rules about eye health.
There were 16 members and 14 Luckett,
Gleebrook, HopkinsPark, Giibertsville. The new bathhouse has modern dressing
"1. Have the eyes of your chil- visitors attending the meeting. Mrs. George
rooms, shower rooms, rest rooms, and a refreshment stand. The
John Street, Cadiz.
dren examined before they enter The next program is scheduled to ville, and Mr.
swimming area is graduated from water a few inches deep at one
school and periodically through- be held at 7:30 p. m., June 7.
end to water suitable for diving at the outer end.
Lou Gehrig, t h e immortal
out all the school years.
at least 10,000 youngsters can be "Iron Horse" of baseball, once
"2. Teach good eye habits: the saved from partial or complete i pleyed the horsehide pone under
PIANO RECITAL IS SET
Dr. Childress Serves
importance of good lights and blindness."
'the assumed name of "Lewis."
Mrs. Everett Cherry will preOn National Committee
good posture while reading.
sent her grade and junior high
Dr. and Mrs. William Godfrey
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pupils in a piano recital at 7:30 Childress are visiting their moth- possible, and teach
them how to
p. m. May 29 at the Butler High ers, Mrs. W. W. Childress and play safely, to avoid mishaps
Auditorium. The public is Melted. Mrs. Shell R. Smith ,after attend- with sharp sticks, bows and aring the annual meeting of the rows, and the like.
National Tuberculosis Associa"4. Obtain competent care imtion, May 14-18, at Cincinnati,
mediately if a child injures his
Ohio,
eye. Don't take chances with
Dr. Childress, ivlio is physician home
remedies.
in charge Of the division of tu"5. Obtain medical attention
berculosis and chest diseases at
the Grasslands Hospital, Valhalla, for any symptoms of eye trouble,
Princeton, Kentucky
New York, was general chairman such as frowning, rubbing the
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Canada and a number of Euro- "our children today have a betof Caldwell County, subject to the action
pean countries attended the con- ter chance to enjoy good sight all
Princeton, Kentucky.
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dous strides have been made in
We regretfully acknowledge that your generous offer of the
the voters of Caldwell County: You, the
At Rotary Club Meeting
preventing blindness. Loss of
Margaret Lingenfelter trust funds as a limited endowment
combined
the
that
realize
county
the
rs of
The Rev. William L. Huntsman, sight from trachorna and 'babies'
for the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital, made durpastor of the Presbyterian Church sore eyes' has been almost elimof jailor and courthouse custodian is a task
ing the dedication exercises on May 14th, was not properly
at Glasgow, spoke on "Killing inated. Blindness from other inrecognized nor acted upon at the time.
the
that
you
assure
I
and
responsibility
reat
Giants" at the regular weekly fectious diseases has been sharpWe assure you this oversight was purely unintentional and
$ will be carried on as efficiently as in the
meeting of the Rotary Club ly reduced.
WC wish to publicly apologize to you for this error.
Tuesday night. ,
"Yet the battle is far from over.
s past if I am cr successful candidate to the
Rev. Huntsman outlined the Of the estimated 2,000 youngsters
The Hospital Board is greatly pleased with your splendid
which I now seek at your hands.
struggle now going on between under 20 who lose all or part of
public-spirited offer of such a substantial endowment for our
Democracy and Communism. He their sight each year, at least
I am a lifelong Democrat and choose to
new hospital and does accept it with gratitude.
told of youth's place in the strug- half of them become blind needthe highest esteem of my friends in ColdYour action in this comes as a real contribution to the public
gle and the weapons they need to lessly.
need and a timely help to the entire community. In order
In this country, supposedly one
win the battle for Democracy.
County, being a native of the county in
that your gift may be known to all and the deep appreciation
Also at the meeting, President of the most health-conscious in
than
more
of
life
entire
my
spent
have
h I
of the Board in accepting it, we are sending copies of this
Julian Littlepage introduced the world, one out of every four
letter to our two newspapers.
years. I feel that my business experience
Hugh P. Erie, laboratory techni- school children has some type of
at the hospital, as a new eye defect that is not being treatcian
responsithe
for
me
qualifies
are,
well
years
we
st
With all best wishes,
ed. These children are not getmember of the club.
office.
county
this
to
attached
are
es which
ting attention because nobody
Gratefully and sincerely yours,
AT PEARL HARBOR:
knows that they have eye trouI shall appreciate your support and influence
iiiielenn E. Cash, seaman appren- ble. To help find these children
It's sot only VI0,es but lbsissod too. . making
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coming August Election, and if I fail in my
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• aria fabric so aroma assl durable that
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By Clifton Hollowell, Chairman.
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Eleanor Taylor, Secretary
Sincerely,
"It has been shown that reJohn Azary is the third player
in Columbia University's basket- search and education, working toGeorge 0. Eldred
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Mrs. Kenneth Morgan was killed Saturday night near Cartersville, Ga., and Mr. Morgan suffered strained ligamenta in his
neck and numerous scratches in
an automobile-truck collision, it
was learned by members of the
family on Sunday. Gaylen, sixyear-old daughter of the couple,
was not injured.
The family was returning to
their home in Tampa after attending funeral services for his
father, William Morgan, here on
Wednesday afternoon. Reports received here stated that Mrs. Morgan Was driving when the accident occurred and Mr. Morgan
was riding on the back seat. Mrs.
Morgan was rushed to a hospital
but only lived about two hours,
It was stated. She was a native of
Tampa.

Official penalty rates for farmers marketing tobacco in excess
t date for farmers to
of the 1951 allotments range from
uest that only one type
nine cents per pound on air-cured
grown
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be
their
ham°
to 20 cents per pound on burley,
pre..
been
ere two have
according to Willis S. Traylor,
own, is May 31, Mr. WUPMA dhairman.
ylor, chairman of the
The penalty on fire-cured to. announces.
bacco will be 12 cents, the chairSecretary
Brannon,
E.
man added.
nitre, has announced an
Mr. Traylor stated that Section
nt which permits farm
314 of the Agriculturad Adjustr operators to establish
ment Act of 1938, as amended by
ly and permanently elect
Public Law 302, 79th Congress,
• only one type, either
approved February 19, 1946, proured or the dark firedvides that the marketing of any
transferring the releaskind of tobacco in excess of the
e to a county pool to be
farm marketing quota shall be
d to other farms releassubject to a penalty of 40 per
es.
cent of the average market price
xplainovision, it
for such kind of tobacco for the
hayimmediately" preceding markett apply to ,
e first
ing year.
allotments for
951. Application should
in the local PMA office RETURN FROM KOREA
Karl Brown Stationed
ore May 31, it was said.
Two from Caldwell county are
Army At Fort Bragg
In
among 1,905 soldiers being returnECITAL SET
Karl B. Brown, son of Mr. and
ed to the United States from the
. P. Giannini, Sr., will Korean War under the Army's Mrs. E. R. Brown, W. Main, 18
r piano pupils in a re- rotation program, it is announced. now stationed at Fort Bragg, N.
.45 p. m. Friday, May 25, They are Cpl. James T. Franck, C., where he has been attached
rge Coon Library. Par- Princeton, and M/Sgt. Edgar T. to a military intelligence group
since his induction in March.
Harris, Princeton Route 3.
friends are invited.
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Want SHARKSKIN SUITS...
than ever before -- and for good reason!
Today, when every penny counts, stand
up quality stands first.
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The case for

SHARKSKIN is crystal cltar. It's the longDRIVES NEW 1951 CFERYSLER—REPORTS TO YOU
UR SHAW, AMERIC.A'S MOST FAMOUS DRIVER,
HYDRA GUIDE POWER STEERING
ON REVOLUTIONARY FIREPOWER ENGINE AND

$1595.00

Mrs. Shaw:"At first I could hardly believe the ewe
with which I could turn the wised. That's importset
. . . especially in the summertime.
"Often after I have parked•air in the average parking space. I feel I should taxi home, shower and wit
dressed again. But with Hydraguide Power Steering
I parked it with one hand. It practically drives itsdf."
Wilbur She,: "ft's hard to describe this new Chewier without going off the deep end ... it has it in every
department.
"In fact, I think so much of this car, I've selected it
as Pace Car of the 1951 Indianapolis 500-mile racer

$1600.00

(Mr. Shaw's comments are reprinted through the
courtesy of Popular Science Magazine.)
'Mr. Shaw refers of course to standard peeseeger
cars—not racing cars or special models.

es are Wilbur Shaer's reaction's—in his own
rds--aa taken down by a reoordinsi machine
the car:

$995.00

e '51 Chrysler has it! With this new engine and
Cr steering, the first on any U.S. car, it's a whale
an automobile.
'm completely bowled over by the ewe of steering?
n steering combined with the automatic trans-

mission . . . is the nearest thing to an automatic
pilot for a car I can possibly imagine.
"This engine... I can't get over the amount of power
and snap in this engine . . . it's incredible!
"I drove 111 miles with the feeling I had expended
no more effort than in driving around the block.
"When Mrs. Shaw drove, her comments just about
squared with mine. Here's what she thinks of the
1951 Chrysler . . ."

- tr•trilY"."'""
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t

CO°

for shape holding good looks.

We buy more because we sell more and
we sell more because we deliver so much
quality for so little.

Take a famous Style-Mart Iron Tone and you've one of the best
wits mode, for much less than you figured to pay.

STYLE-MART IRON TONE — $40 to $50

$1495.00
$385.00
$995.00

est wearing of all the worsteds - • - the best

now
Shaw irwOwata Pirelbwar, the greatest
esseisse In 27 yaws.

Smartly styled Chrysler convertible to pace
hellenapolle 100-mile rem.

CHRYSLER

MERIT TONE RAYON & NYLONS — $27.50 to $30

fittest eagiseeted am in the wad

SLACKS in Wool and Rayon — $6.50 to $14.75

WOOD BROTHERS

Hodge Motor Sales,.
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But he said that's because the
Russians don't take the same care
of the lives of their soldiers.
Ogden told the committee that:
I. Russian soldiers do not spend
such a large proportion of their
time in training as U. S. troops.
Beach)
CLark
Rus- They serve longer in the army,
the
do
How
—
isions out of 2,- and very little training is given
the U. S. them before they join combat
17v5inen
dlv while
divons from 1,300e units.
18
2. Russian soldiers don't get
most of much medical attention. A large
waste
S
lobs proportion of the sick and wound,et in armchair the
ed is allowed to die.
vost frills while
men
3. The Russians are closer to
most of their
their fighting fronts than the U.S.
.fles'
the two Thus they need fewer men along
,tri of how
their their lines of communication.
use
and
se
4. The Russians use civilians or
S.
U.
the
that
,h.ows
combat part-time soldiers to man much
many
• as
of of their anti-aircraft artillery and
a given number
make extensive use of forced ciRussians.
vilian labor in jobs done by milis TESTIMONY
tary personnel in the U. S.
A. a Ogden. chief
and RED DIVISION SMALLER
ion
organizat
5
What makes the biggest differacknowledged
eon,
Congressional ence in the number of divisions,
get however, is the fact that the Rusthat die Russians
sian division is smaller than the
non.
fewer
• somewhat
does. U. S. division. And the Russians
than the U. S.

(31 GREETINGS RETURNED
Kansas City, Mo. — (AP) —
Greeting cards expressly designed for service men have returned
after an absence of five years, the
Hallmark Co., reports. Similar to
millions sent overseas during
World War II, the cards are suit-

le Army Uses
Manpower

y cs. n • ue cans, fi m actress
Rita Hayworth (right), who says she is seeking legal separation
from Prince Aly Khan, lunches in Winnemucca, Nev. Accompanied by a married couple, the red-haired actress will join her
two children, Yasmin and Rebecca at Lake Tahoe, Nev., where
she has rented a home. People at left are unidentified. (AP
Wirephoto)

screen our homes, then we are
posting a "keep out" sign for flies
and other insects.
Just keeping our own home in
exrellent sanitary condition is not
enough. It takes more than just
By Dr. W. L. Cash
an individual effort. It takes, in
(County Health Officer)
fact, all the members of a whole
Flies, as we know, play a very community working together to
important pert in the transmis- achieve good environmental sanision of communicable diseases. tation.
The need for fly control is, thereIf we want to rid our communifore, apparent.
ties and homes of flies, and sureUnsanitary privies and improp- ly we all do, then we must put
er garbage containers are indi- first things- first. And the first
vidual problems, but they also thing in an effective fly control
contribute to the problem of com- program is an effective program
munity fly control. Hence they of community sanitatibn. Your
become a matter for community county health department sanitation will be glad to help you plan
concern.
Chemical fly spray programs such a program.
can do a great deal to decrease
on fly density but fly control is basgsys! I gotta go take my music lesson—and my afterno
ically a matter of good sanitaPrinceton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk!"
tion. And good sanitation, lik e
charity, begins at home—our own
home.
If our garbage cans are unclean,
if hog-pens exist, if our houses
Hopkinsville Street
2063
are unscreened, if our privies are
not flytight; then we, as householders, are offering an open invitation for flies to come and
breed on our premises. And flies
are never loath to accept such a
show of Kentucky hospitality.
If, however, our garbage cans
• You're more than a borrower -- You're a
are cleaned once a week, if we
member of a credit cooperative, owned
maintain an approved sewage disposal system, whether public or
it.
use
by the people who
private, and if we spray and

Fly Control Is
Community Task

The Brooklyn Dodgers entered
able for GI's birthdays, annivertbe National League in 1890. The
saries and similar occasions.
teens made its debut at WashingThe 850 points in 12 league ton Park and defeated Philadelgames scored during the 1960-51 phia, 10-0, The Dodgers in those
basketball season by Columbia days were known as the "Bridewas an all-time Ivy League recgrooms."
ord.

America's
Largest
and Finest
Low-Priced
Car!
CHEVROCET,

bumper. You con see
It's LONGEST—measuring 197% inches from bumper to
ride!
that extra length—and feel it in the smoother
can feel Chevrolet's
h's HEAVIEST—tipping the scales at 3140 pounds.* You
going!
of
way
even
big-car solidness in its steady,
4 inches between the rear wheels.
/
It has the WIDEST TREAD—spanning 583
s steady the ride!
ity—help
roadabil
better
means
base
That wider
longest,
low-priced car
largest
the
for
more
little
a
You'd expect to pay
size and weight—all its
heaviest, with the widest tread. But no! With all its extra
line in the low-price field.
exclusive features—Chevrolet is the lowest priced
•SrAtine D•lux* 4-Deof S•ilon shipping wolf*.

RIDE • VALVE-IN-HEAD
FISHER BODY QUALITY • UNITIZED KNEE-ACTION
• JUMBO-DRUM BRAKE
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WINDSHI
CURVED
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WIDE-VI
ENGINE ECONOMY •
TIME-PROVED POWINIR
SAFETY • SAFETY-SIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL •
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.
911111, AU00
.01
P°
111.06°" 01
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. C°.
105A p. online optional on De Luxe reved•ls at cars co*.
THAN ANY OTHER CAR!
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS

YOU GET FAIR TREATMENT

I You don't deal with someone sitting at a
distant desk -- the decisions which affect
your loan are made by local folks who
know you and your farm.
You Are A Member -- Not Just A Number
On Our Books
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designate as divisions a lot of
units which in this country are
not organized along division lines.
The average U. S. infantry division at war strength contains
18,000 men, compared to the present Russian average of 8,000. Our
forces are backed up in the combat zone, moreover, .by fighting
men who are even more numerous than the men in the divisions
—combat troops in the artillery,
armored forces, reconnaissance,
engineers, signal communications,
etc. In many small theaters of
war no divisions are used—just
regimental combat teams or special purpose forces.
One high-ranking Army expert
on personnel says the Army has
about 65,000 men for one division
of 18,000 men To explain where
the extra 47,000 men are stationed he Ws up the idea of a division "slice" of the Army. To picture the division "slice" he assumes the division is in comfbat
1,500 miles from U. S. shores
Many of the men in the "slice"
have nothing to do with a division. The "slice" is just an account of the number of men who
are assigned to various duties
when a division is in combat 1,500
miles from U. S. shores.
First are the 18,000 men in the
division. There are 23,000 more
who would by combat troops in
artillery, armor, signals etc., not
assigned to any division. That
means 64 per cent of the total
"slice" would be in combat.
COMMUNICATIONS
Not in combat would be 7,150
troops in conununications work
or 11 per cent of the total "slice".
They man port facilities on the
foreign shore, store and deliver
supplies over there, keep highway
transport and railroads going, run
telegraph,
hospitals, maintain
telephone, radio etc.
In the United States would be
the remaining 25 per cent of the
"slice"-16,250 men. Of these,
13,000 or 20 per cent would be in
training, including transients —
men shipping out and corning
back. Sick and wounded in hospitals would number about 1,950,
per
or 3 per cent. And 1,300, or 2
cent would be engaged in administrative work, research, supply,
home port facilities, etc.

The rim of the Dead Sea is the
lowest land surface on earth.,

The Styleli. 0.lieu lanes Sodas
Ms* 111.(C6767770.7 71 standard priponewl end
ovailairilety of mete'
Irotod is dwendens

rinceton Creamery

HA FEDERAL LAND BANK LOAN

When the National League was
orgalized in 1878, six of the eight
teams were from the National
Association. The two now clubs
were Cincinnati and Louisville.
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The power that America must have if
the
she is to remain great flows from
ns-ma
busines
her
mighty generators of
War
World
In
ies.
compan
aged electric
toe
II, electricity was never too little or
comnaged
s-ma
busines
then,
late. Since
y.
panies have about doubled their capacit
y's
Compan
Here's Kentucky Utilities
postwar record:
Two huge new power plants built.
Work of doubling the sin of a third
virtually completed.
Plans completed for immediate doub-

tors
'mai/CY
1-

rket

ling of the capacity of two new ones.
These plants will be capable of generating more than 2-3/4 BILLION kilowatt-hours annually.
But That's Not AU These
Generators Will Do!
Since 1944, KU's power plants have
generated more than $20,000,000 in taxes
to provide for defense and our general
welfare. Even without any further increase in our tax rate, more than $5,000,,
000 annually will be paid into federal
es.
state, and local tax treasuri

This money will build roads, tanks,
schools, and airplanes. It will help support many activities benefiting the farmer
— county agents, home demonstrators,
soil conservation service, vocational agriculture training, 4-H Club activities, and
agricultural colleges. It will also help
pay teachers, firemen, policemen, tank
driven, pilots, and gunnery sergeants.
From generators like these comes the
life blood of our country — the power to
live better and safer in our great democracy, the envy of the world.
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Classified Ads

for a week's visit with Mrs.
Blake's family, Mr. and Mrs, F.
E. Martin.
er, also Remington Rand typeWHEN YOU NEED. hair tonic or
Mrs. Louise White Murlo and
Mr. and Mrs. Mallory Porter
writers and adding machine.
shampoo for home use try
son, Joe White, returned to Chica- returned to their home Sunday
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need SOY BEANS: Black Kingway
go Sunday after spending four after an extended visit with their
days in the home of Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Edwin Jacob and
your head in our busineu
(early hay bean); Virginia
Herman White and attending family, of Madisdnville. Mrs. Por45-tic
Brown (hay bean); Ogdon (oil
graduation exercises of B o b ter is recovering from a success
bean). Robinson Implement &
White at Butler High Thursday ful eye operation.
HYBRID SEED CORN: Funk's
night.
Motor Co., phone 2053. 37-2te
G711 — 0145 — G80 — 098
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. White, WalLieutenant and Mrs. Jack Ionia; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jacob, G99—G04--G50 & G77A. Purcell FOR SALE OR TRADE: A good
Blake, New York, arrived Sunday Madisonville; Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Truval Hybrid 813 & 844; selection of A-1 used cars. DifSouthern Cross U. S. 13 & Ky. ferent makes ahd models.
10.3. Robinson Implement &
Checked by factory trained meMotor Co., phone 2063.
47-2tc
chanics. See them before you
buy. "Randolph Motors—Ford
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
Sales Is Service. Princeton, Ky.
models; clocks, jewelry repair36-tic
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch- TOBACCO GROWERS: Set your
Lumerious-new
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
tobacco the day you want it set.
'cut seemwarel
33-tic
See the Bearnis transplanters
on our sample floor today. RobFOR SALE: At Leader office,
Ne;ri.rUtterly lovely-11
inson Implement & Motor Co.,
Remington
Rand
Duplicator
Practically-prim& pub
47-2tc
phone 2053.
dotal to wed Ras me
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
guaranteed--if the rim
typewriter
ribbon,
carbon
pepFOR SALE: Seat covers for old
of a 'Saladge* irlass ever
chips. Libbey will replace
and some late model cars, reWhite, Princeton, and Mr. and
it.'
In
a
complete
earvion,'
by
duced from $15.95 to $12.95, inBrides please note "CrysMrs. Everett Stewart, Cerulean,
stalled. Trucks reduced from
tal Lear is perfect with
ILIMBEY GLASS
were visitors in Cobb Sunday.
both modern and tradi$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while KING FAROUK AND HIS NEW QUEEN: King Farouk and Queen
Miss Margie Shoulders and
tional settings.
present stock lasts. Strong's Narriman pose for their first formal and official photograph in
Miss Rose Wood returned to BethTexaco Station, Main & Plum, the throne •room of Abdin Palace, Cairo. The queen wears the
el College in Hopkinsville Mon33-ctf Paris-made white satin dress which she wore on her wedding day.
Phone 3111.
day after spending the weekend
It is decorated with 20,000 diamond brilliants. The queen also
with relatives and friends here.
LOOK: It is self service and free Wears a diamond tiara and diamond necklace given her by the
Mrs. Dewey Keller, Cerulean
parking at The Ideal Food Mar- king. (AP Wirephoto)
road, is slowly improving after
45-tic
ket.
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211
BRING those "Soft-Drink-Bottseveral weeks illness.
SALE:
Nice
six-room
house
A series of meetings of the Bap- FOR
les" back. We gladly refund
with modern conveniences. One
tist Training Union is being held
your deposit at The Ideal Food
acre of good land at Crowtown.
at Midway Baptist Church this
Market.
45-tic Mrs. Annie Dorroh Hurt
Value $6,000, take $5,000. See
week. Special workers from
Mrs. Annie Dorroh Hurt, 84, naC. A. Woodall Insurance and FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
Louisville are assisting in the
tive of the White Sulphur comReal Estate Company, Princestudy and work.
inside or outside of your house munity of this county, died at her
47-1tc
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Young, ton, Ky.
or
barn or other outbuildings. horns in Indianapolis, Indiana, at
Cobb, Route 2, were involved in
8:15 a. m., Monday. She was the
FOR SALE: One of the choice lots
/lodge Motor Sales & Imp/
See
an accident Saturday morning
mother of Mrs. Claude Anderson,
of Princeton, located on South
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street. 119 Highland avenue, Princeton.
with a state highway truck on
Jefferson near the new Caldthe Cerulean road in which the
45-tic
Mrs. Hurt was the daughter of
well County Hospital. Price
wagon in which they were riding
$1,175. Phone 3420 or 2061. FOR SALE: Here is a real bar- the late William W. and Mary
was completely demolished. Mrs.
Easley Dorroh. Early in life she
38-tfe
Young suffered the loss of one
gain, 135 acre farm, 10 miles united with the White Sulphur
finger and numerous painful FOR RENT: Modern four-room
South East of town, three miles Baptist Church. In 1893 she was
bruises. Mr. Young was not inupstairs apartment with bath. off black top on gravel road. married to William Thomas Hurt,
jured.
Call 2550, Princeton, Ky. 48-tfc
One acre burley base, dwelling, of Auburn, Ky.
Among the survivors are six
barn, stable, springs and well,
PROTECT WHAT YOU HAVE
a Lam vaaft.444
timber a n d 80 acres tillable. children: Archie, Robert, WalAlso farm equipment and live- lace, Miss Nellie Hurt, and Mrs.
stock. Price $1,890. See C. A. Beverly Wilson, all of IndianapoWoodall Insurance and Real lis, and Mrs. Anderson, city; two
Estate Company, Princeton, step-children, Mrs. Will Parker,
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE, vac. pock, lb. 79c
Ky.
47-11c Hopkinsville, and Harry H. Hurt,
paper bag
75c
of Florida.
FRESH PLANTS: Still on plant
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson left
LEMON PIE FILLING, Jello, 2 boxes
09c
bed—Tomato and Sweet Potato, here Monday afternoon to attend
all varieties. See Charles Rus- funeral services which were to
PIE CRUST MIX, Betty Crocker,2 boxes
29c
sell, Martin's Show lot, back of be held at Indianapolis today.
PEACHES, Nancy Hanks, 21
the Princeton Mills.
$4-4tc
/
2 can
29c
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OLEO,/
1
4 lb. stick
PORK & BEANS, No. 2 can, 2 cans
NEW POTATOES, 10 lbs.
LETTUCE, lg. head
POLE BEANS, Ki, Wonder, 2 lbs.
LEMONS, 432 size, doz.

I

09c
25c
33c
1Sc
45c
25c

FREE! -- Shopping Bag With Order.

Take Insurance

— COME EARLY OR CALL —

3422

PLAY SAFE - CALL US!

GROCERY
HARRY'S
HARRY ilAS IT!

John E.YoungIns.Agency

3422

.S. RARRISON

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2620
WITH WHAT I HAVE

NOTICE TO VOTERS
Registration books close Monday,June 4, 1951 and will remain
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Saturday, August 4,
1951.

.0t1

To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election persons
must be registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older,
and persons who will reach their 21st birthday on or before the General Election to be
held Tuesday, November 6, 1951.

(2) A resident of the State 1 year prior
to August 4, 1951; A resident of Caldwell
County 6 months prior to August 4, 1951; a
resident of the precinct 60 days prior to
August 4, 1951.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married name.

SAVE THE IDEAL WAY: Shop
at The Ideal Food Market, 45-tfc

FOR SALE: Six-room house and
bath, full size basement. Modern in every respect. Near
school. Shown by appointment.
Call 2389 or 2380.
47-1 tc
FOR SALE: Three-room house on
11 acres with barn. Located
just outside the c ity limits,
See Mrs. Inez Pinnegar. 47-Itp
FOR SALE: Brillion Cultipacker
—one of the most profitable
tools on your farm. See this
Cultipacker today in our showroom. Robinson Implement &
Motor Co., phone 2053. 47-2tc
FOR SALE: One used lime bed, 9
ft. Boughman model "K" all
metal. Robinson Implement &
Motor Co., phone 2053.
47-2tc
FOR SALE: 59-acre farm with
improvements. Distance from
Princeton by helicopter 5 miles.
K. R. Cummins Insurance &
Real Estate, phone 3555. 47-1tc

Card Of Thanks

•

We wish to thank our many
friends, neighbors and relatives
for the many kind words, beautiful flowers, cards and each act
of sympathy during the recent
death of our dear wife and mother, Mrs. R. W. White. Especially.
do we thank Rev. Priddy, the
singers, Brown Funeral Home
and Dr. Giannini. May God's
richest blessings abide with you
all.
R. W. White and family. 47-1tp
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QUINN'S GROCER
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St.

Phone 2

Red Front Stores
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's
16 oz. jar
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I 1 lb. colored sticks
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SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown Valley
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Deaths & Funerals

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
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Three graduates of Butler High
School are scheduled to attend a
six weeks course of training at the
Fort Campbell ROTC summer
camp from June 17 to July 27 in
connection with their ROTC program ,at Western Kentucky State
College, it is announced this
week.
They are Cadet Sgt. Charles E.
Clayton, son of Mrs. Frances
Clayton; Cadet Sgt. Willie F. Watson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Watson, and Cadet S/Sgt. Charles W. Martin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Martin.
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Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or
whether registered in the proper precinct are urged to check registration
records in this office.
•

Get the money you need for
any helpful purpose with a
iloon on your car. Prompt attestation and immediate servitor. Phone or Corn* in today!
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Ile West Market
A. M. Ritabardsea, Mgr.
name EMU

We Will Be Open Until 8 P. M. Each Saturday.

